Respiration effect on wavelet-based ECG T-wave end delineation strategies.
The main purpose of this paper is to study the influence of the mechanical effect of respiration over the T-wave end delineation. We compared the performance of an automatic delineation system based on the wavelet transform (WT), considering single lead (SL), global delineation locations obtained from SL annotations (SLR), and multilead (ML) approaches. The linear relation between the variations on T-wave end locations obtained with each of the methods and the mechanical effect of respiration was quantified using spectral coherence and ARARX modeling both in simulated signals and in real data. We also explored the evolution of the vectorcardiographic spatial loop using the projection on the main direction of the WT in the region close to the T-wave end ( T(e)) and its relation with respiration. The dispersion of the additional T-wave end location error due to respiration was reduced by 15% using SLR with respect to SL, while ML allows for a reduction of around 40%. The percentage of that error correlated with respiration was in average 99% using SL while 82% and 72% using SLR and ML, respectively. Thus, results suggest that ML is the most adequate strategy for T-wave delineation, allowing the reduction of the instability of T-wave end location caused by respiration.